L100  Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining  
Davis, Charles  

FW sections hardcopy version - section number (FW11961)

E – textbook version - (BL 8643, CO 19550, EA 28062, IN 21143, KO 28846, NW 17163, SB15375 SE17901)

L100  Introduction to Unions and Collective Bargaining  
Siddiqui, Shariq 

(BL 8644, CO19583, EA28063, IN27206, KO31278, NW31278, SB15455,)

L101 American Labor History  
(BL 6283, CO19789, EA27788, FW13489, IN22839, KO28848, NW16897, SB (still need #), SE18334)  
Mishler, Paul  
Denise Giardina, Storming Heaven  Publisher: Ballantine Books ISBN: 0-8041-0297x deleted


L101 American Labor History - (BL2838, CO19540, EA27628, FW12963, IN21144, KO28847, NW, SE17902)

*Staff*


Publisher’s Price: $17.95

L101 American Labor History (BL 13928, CO19584, EA27789, FW14415, IN22840, KO29030, NW16960,)

*Staff*


L110 Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society  (BL5169, CO19599, EA27797, FW12166, IN21694, KO28927, NW16867, SB15131, SE18254)

*Walker, Marquita*


**L201 Labor Law** (BL2839, CO19541, EA27629, FW12965, IN21145, KO28849, NW16831, SB14868, SE17903)  
(BL6624, CO19585, EA27790, FW12966, IN22841, KO31285, NW16927, SE18335)  
*Mello, Bill*  

---

**L203 Labor and the Political System** (BL6661, CO19586, EA27791, FW11967, IN22842, KO29000, NW16928, SB15376, SE18336)  
*Mello, Bill*  
Publisher’s Price: $64.95

---

**L205 Contemporary Labor Problems** – (BL13933, CO19690, EA28078, FW14108, IN23338, KO28940, NW16949, SB15318, SE18445)  
*Mello, Bill*  
Schor, Juliet B., “The Overworked American", Basic Books  
ISBN 046505434

---

**L210 Workplace Discrimination/Fair Employment** - (BL 4385, CO19542, EA27688, FW13491, IN27209, KO28928, NW16919, SB15309, SE18300)  
*Staff*  
**L220 Grievance Representation** - Regular online (BL13929, CO19593, EA27691, FW14109, IN27203, KO28850, NW16919, SB14869,)

*Conwell, Wayne*

**Required:**
Publisher’s Price: $22.95

**L231 - Globalization and Labor** - (BL31268, CO19790, EA28079, FW14110, IN35177, KO29414, NW17244, SB(still need #), SE(still need #)

*Walker, Marquita*


**L260—Leadership and Representation**

*Walker, Marquita*

E-text (BL31269, CO19877, EA28440, IN35178, KO29634, NW17473, SB(still need #), SE(still need #)

FW (still need #) Hardcopy

L290/390 Topics in Labor Studies: Latinos, Labor and Migration in the United States
(BL11952, CO19892, EA28463, FW13670, IN26137, KO29665, NW17490, SB15814, SE18773)

(BL11953, CO19896, EA28465, IN26139, KO29666, NW17494, SB15815, SE18774)

Casey, Gerrie
No textbook needed

L290 Topics in Labor Studies: Photographic Images of Labor and Class
Section numbers ( (BL13931, CO19891, FW14119, IN35181, KO29673, NW17491, SB(still need #), SE(still need #)

Kelly Todman - Sorenson
No textbook needed

L314 Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace - (BL7467, CO19605, EA27873, FW12970, IN23336, KO29079, NW17246, SB15537, SE18434) (BL8558, CO19653, EA28025, FW12530, IN24510, KO29273, NW17020, SB16054, SE18885)

Walker, Marquita


L315 – The Organization of Work (BL8559, CO19544, EA27631, IN21147, KO28852, NW16961, SB15379, SE18147) (BL5971, CO19654, EA27845, FW14120, IN27204, KO31294, NW16898, SB15423, SE18377)

Koso, Gregor

NO TEXTBOOKS REQUIRED – Course materials will be available online.

L350 – Issues in Collective Bargaining

Siddiqui, Shariq (BL31270, CO19655, EA27689, IN35182, KO29662, NW16833, SB(still need #), SE(still need #)

Publisher’s Price: $26.00

Health Care as a Social Good, David M. Craig author, Georgetown University Press

L380 Theories of the Labor Movement

Davis, Chuck

(BL14529, CO19545, EA27690, FW14122, IN27509, KO28853, NW17653, SB(still need #), SE(still need #)

Publisher’s Price: $22.95 (paperback)
Takahashi, Beverly


ISBN: 978-1-939402-05-9 Publisher's Price: $36.95
**ISBN-10:** 1305093615  |  **ISBN-13:** 9781305093614. Publisher’s Price: $156.95” (or rental $43.49). Kindle version available from Amazon: $118.99, rent Kindle book: $60.41

**L390 – Topics in LS: Labor and the Environment**

Kaatz-Chary, Lin

**Required:**


**Recommended:**
**L390 – Industrial Workers of the World**  
Mishler, Paul  
464 pages $18.45


**L390/490 Class and Power in Politics** – Conwell, Wayne  

Fall 2017 (4178) Book List
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L100C  Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining -
Davis, Chuck

FW section – hardcopy version     FW13908

E – (BL8645, CO19601, EA28064, IN23319, KO28999, NW17165, SB15455, SE18333) (BL8646, CO19602, EA28065, IN27205, KO31280, NW17166, SE18444)

L100C  Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining
Hawking, C.J.


L104C  Labor History
Mishler, Paul

L104C  Labor History  (BL6350, CO19604, EA27875, FW13914, IN23337, KO29080, NW17022, SB15426, SE18375)

Cushman-Wood, Darren


L104C  Labor History  (BL6938, CO19808, EA27876, IN24194, KO29270, NW16904, SB15703, SE18884)

McKerley, John

L110C  Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society
(BL5416, CO19617, EA27739, FW13917, IN35186, KO29005, NW17633, SB15539, SE18299)

(BL5417, CO19652, EA27877, FW13918, IN(still need #), KO29029, NW17023, SB15641.)

Gerrie Casey


PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS THE *NEW* UPDATED EDITION OF THE BOOK, published in November 2011. It is important for students to purchase the *new* edition of the book.
L205C  Contemporary Labor Problems  (BL10945, CO19551, EA27740, FW13923, IN(still need #), KO29001, NW17189, SB15377, SE(still need #)

Mello, Bill
Publisher’s Price: $16.95 (paperback)

ISBN: 9780801487279  
Publisher’s Price: no publisher price

L205C  Contemporary Labor Problems  (BL31232, CO19587, EA27857, FW13924, IN (still need #), KO29028, NW17025, SB(still need #)

Takahashi, Beverly  
ISBN: 0-8014-8727-7


Cowie, Jefferson,  *Capital Moves: RCA’s Seventy year Quest for Cheap Labor*,  
the New Press, New York, NY, 1999  
ISBN: 1-56584-659-1

L290C  Topics in LS: Preventing Sexual Harassment  
(BL10823, CO19888, EA27741, FW13935, IN25332, KO29403, NW17342, SB15310, SE18879)

Sovereign, Rae  
Reading Materials Posted Online
L290C – Family Medical Leave Act  Online Compressed Online
(BL10821, CO19886, EA27793, FW13933, IN25330, KO29401, NW17341, SB15379, SE18337)

Sovereign, Rae

L290C  Preventing Workplace Violence
(BL10822, CO19887, EA27792, FW13944, IN25331, KO29402, NW17343, SB15259, SE18883)

Sovereign, Rae  No Textbook Required – Reading material posted online

L290C – The Bully in the Workplace –
(BL10824, CO19885, EA28324, FW13937, IN25333, KO29404, NW17340, SB15936, SE18880)

Sovereign, Rae

L290C – Women in the Workplace (BL13930, CO20037, EA28462, FW13943, IN(still need #), KO29672, NW17634, SB16059, SE19137)

Sovereign, Rae

L290C American Dream in the Age of Decline
(BL11956, CO19893, EA28464, FW13940, IN26138, KO29669, NW17492, SB15816, SE18878)

Hill, Patrick
Handouts provided online
L290/390C  **Strike: Labor Revolt in America**  
L290 (BL10825, CO19889, EA28325, FW13939, IN25334, KO29405, NW17344, SB15727, SE18881)  
L 390 (BL10828, CO19894, EA28110, FW13959, IN25335, KO29663, NW17345, SB15728, SE18882)  
Yaudes, Cynthia  
Reading Materials Posted Online

L290/390C  **Framed: Labor and the Media**  
L290  (BL10826, CO19890, EA28326, FW13934, IN25337, KO29407, NW17245, SB15706, SE18776)  
L390  (BL10827, CO19895, EA28327, FW13958, IN25336, KO29406, NW17346, SB15817, SE18775)  
Yaudes, Cynthia  
Reading Materials Posted Online

**L 390C  Topics in Labor Studies: Staffing as a Safety Issue**  
(BL6351, CO19791, EA27795, FW13960, IN22506, KO29664, NW16902, SB15538, SE18302)  
Zanoni, Joseph  
No  textbook needed